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Preface
No one in Alberta will ever forget the tragedy that occurred near Mayerthorpe Alberta 2005 March 03.
Constables Anthony Gordon, Leo Johnston, Brock Myrol and Peter Schiemann were ambushed and murdered
by James Roszko. Roszko later shot himself. We must never forget, upholding our laws and freedoms
sometimes comes at a very high cost. We will remain ever strong. We will remember them!

Presidents Corner
How did you survive February? I hope you all managed to
restrict your time outdoors to the bare minimum. I must
say, it was much preferred to remain indoors than be
amongst many having to get out and off to work.
Retirement does have its’ perks.
Even with such cold temperatures, our February General
Meeting had more than 80 in attendance. This included 12
members of the International Police Association who
are not presently members of our Vets’ Association.
Several members of our Edmonton Vets’ Association
Division, including myself, are members of both
Associations.

Jerry Plastow

Steve Smedley from the Regina RCMP Vets’ Association, and a member of IPA
attended this meeting. He happened to be on Grandparenting duty in Edmonton
that week. It was great to welcome Steve and the other members of IPA to our
meeting.
Our Guest Speaker, Sgt. Niki Borden, of
“K” NCO I/C Divisional Wellness Unit,
provided an overview on how changes are
Steve Smedley
in progress to address the needs of health
issues on all levels for active members with early intervention.
She also included in her presentation how retired members could
be a benefit to active members in mentorship. Bob Stewart has
put forth a recommendation of mentorship to our Division as
stated in a previous Newsletter and is welcoming any feedback
from our membership. Please let Bob know if you are interested
in taking part in a mentorship program.
Elaine and I wish to thank Rita and Don Belke for their time
and expertise to ensure the decor was so lovely for each of the
January and February meetings.

Sgt. Nicki Borden
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Thank you to all others whom have helped with the table arrangements and clearing of same at the
end of the night. Special thanks to Linda Plomp for her shopping excursions for the prize draws.
My wife, Elaine has been ill for several weeks with a severe case of Shingles
on the right side of her face and in her right eye. She therefore has been
unable to attend meetings and fulfill her regular roles. She is now in recovery
mode although it has been a slow process. Anyone who has had Chicken Pox,
continue to host the virus that causes Shingles and are susceptible to it at any
time, especially common in people over 60 years of age. After having first
hand observation of the pain and suffering my wife has gone through, I have
received my first of the 2 part vaccination of the Shingrix vaccine. The
vaccine is available for anyone over age 50 years.
I strongly recommend everyone discuss with your family Dr. or Pharmacist about getting the Shingles
vaccination. It is expensive, however, much cheaper than the medications required to treat the illness.
Public Service Health Care Plan coverage will pay 50% of the cost of the vaccine.

Commanding Officer’s Comment
New initiative turns the focus to repeat victims of break and enters
Last month, in partnership with Minister Kathleen Ganley, Justice and
Solicitor General, we announced the launch of Project Lock Up. The
new victim-focused initiative brings law enforcement agencies and
citizen-led crime prevention groups together to provide an enhanced
and escalating response to Albertans who have been hit hardest by
break and enters. We find the people who need the most support and
work with them to ensure they are never targeted again. I would like
to recognize the partnerships we have with Criminal Intelligence
Service Alberta, Alberta Sheriffs, Alberta Community Peace Officers,
Alberta Fish and Wildlife Officers, Commercial Vehicle Enforcement
Branch, Alberta Rural Crime Watch Association, Alberta Citizens on
Patrol and Insurance Bureau of Canada. As a collective, we are able to
conduct more patrols in the hardest-hit areas, provide enhanced

D/Comm. C. Zablocki
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victim support and additional tools for repeat victims, and deploy enhanced investigative response in
targeted areas.
For more information on Project Lock Up, please watch our 90-second video on
YouTube:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dBWgECMJpk&feature=youtu.be

Maskwacis pipe ceremony and art contest
Strengthening our partnerships with our communities
remains a focal point in our operations. Last month,
members of the Maskwacis detachment held an art contest
with Grade 5 and 6 students in Maskwacis. The detachment
received approximately 60 submissions from elementary
schools and selected three winners from Meskanahk Ka
Nipa Wit, Ermineskin and Montana Meskanahk Ka Nipa Wit.
To honour the student artists, Maskwacis members hosted
a pipe ceremony at the detachment with participation from
Elders, local artists, Chiefs and school staff. I’d like to extend
a huge thank-you to Insp. James Mclaren, Maskwacis
Detachment Commander, Cst. Jeff Bong, Cst. Perry Cardinal,
and C/Supt. Shahin Mehdizadeh, Commanding Officer of
Central Alberta District for taking the initiative to represent
our organization’s commitment to building positive
relationships with Indigenous communities.
Alberta RCMP Traffic Services score significant drug seizure in Banff
Traffic Services go beyond promoting road safety through enforcement activities. On February 7, Supt.
Gary Graham and Cpl. Kyle Maetche from Traffic Services, provided a show-and-tell at the Canmore
detachment of our recent significant drug seizure in the Banff area. A traffic stop in January led a
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member to form grounds that a lone occupant of a vehicle was in possession of cannabis for the
purpose of distribution. A subsequent search of the vehicle resulted in the seizure of approximately
326 lb. of cannabis, 10 lb. of psilocybin mushrooms, 4.5 lb. of cannabis resin (shatter), 2 lb. of THC
edibles and $11,000 in Canadian currency. The cannabis seized in the stop would be enough to make
over 440,000 average-sized joints. The mushrooms seized would roughly equate to 9,000 average
doses. The RCMP will continue to work very closely with our law enforcement and safety partners to
keep traveling criminals off Alberta roads and prevent drugs from reaching our communities. I am very
proud of the great team work and determination that our members display across the province to keep
Albertans safe.

March is fraud prevention month
If you have been a victim of fraud, you are not alone. Fraud can happen to anyone. From January 1 to
December 31, 2018, Alberta RCMP received 11,636 reported incidents of Fraud. This month, we’re
focused on educating Albertans on the different types of fraud, what they can do to protect
themselves and how to report it if they become victims.
Here are some tips for protecting yourself against fraud:
• Don't leave your personal identification in your car
• Create a strong password
• Ask yourself, can you purchase that item from a reputable source instead?
• Reputable companies will not ask for your personal information through an email
• Be wary of e-transferring money
• If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is
If you or someone you know has been the victim of a scam or fraud, report the incident to your local
detachment and the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre by calling 1-888-495-8501 or online at:
http://www.antifraudcentre-centreantifraude.ca/index-eng.htm

Thank you, stay safe.
Curtis Zablocki
Deputy Commissioner
Commanding Officer “K” Division
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Executive Meeting Minutes
Meeting called to order: 10:00 am
Members Present: Jerry Plastow, Barry Callbeck, Kees Kikkert, Nick Taylor, Roger Goulet, Tom Dunlop,
Tom Burkett ,Denise Burkett, Neal Stanley, Jim Medley, Bob Bacchus, Bob Stewart, Eric Lafoy.
Unable to Attend: Malcolm Mitchell, Elaine Schneft, Joe Collinson, Randy Montgomery.
Barry Callbeck, Secretary:
•

Moved that minutes from January 24/2019 be adopted as published, seconded, Bob Bacchus, carried.

Jerry Plastow, President:
• Jerry reported that there was no interest from the Edmonton Division for names to be put forward for
the National Directors position for a three year term.
• Jerry is waiting for more information from the organizers of the change of command on March 18/2019.
He told them that there would be no Vets available for marching and standing for an hour, but, there
are those who would be interested in other areas needing assistance.
• Jerry has asked for more comments from our members on the National Leadership Engagement.
• All members should have received an email speaking to the Park n Fly discount for RCMP Veterans.
• To the organizers of the Remembrance Day luncheon at HMCS Nonsuch, Kees Kikkert made a motion
the Vets send a check designated for food only to them for $500.00. Seconded by Nick Taylor. Carried.
• Jerry is a Director on the RCMP Veterans Association Foundation, which after many hours spent
establishing, replaces the MLD.
• A motion was made by Bruce Allen to send a check for $500.00 to the Landry family to assist with their
expenses. Nick Taylor seconded the motion. Carried. Linda Plomp will attach a letter to the check from
the Edmonton Veterans Association.
Vice President Bruce Allen;
• Bruce received some generational and territorial pins, some of which were duplicates due to some
members sending in their own application to our National head office. Bruce is in the process of
straightening it all out.
Elaine Schnepf, Boost Co-ordinator;
• Elaine is at home with a severe case of shingles.
Linda Plomp, treasurer;
• Linda sent the January 2019- financials to the executive for review. The financials were reconciled to
zero.
• The 2019 financials will not be sent to National until Linda can meet with Kim from the Gift Shop.
• Payment was made to National for 2019, membership dues – 221 active, 13 life members, and 9
members 90 years plus in age or sick.
Kees Kikkert, Past President:
• Kees reported that National is looking at new retirement cards for Veterans with a picture in place of the
letter V.
• Kees gave a short update on the columbarium which is being sent out by Public Service. The “posting”
for bids on the government website is the end of March.
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Tom Burkett:
• New applications were received from - Larry Wilson (active) Peter Clark (active) Bruce
MacBean (active) Eugene Fydirchuk (active) John Prevett (active) Michelle Prevett (associate)
• Tom has pins to hand out at the February Dinner meeting
• Also reported, there are still 79 with unpaid 2019 dues.

Bill Smith

Eric Parr-Pearson

Larry Moore

Dayle McKibbon

Nick Taylor:
• Nick informed all that the cook that was helping at Valour Place is no longer going to carry on
• Nick and Linda Plomp will be meeting to set a time and menu for the next dinner to be hosted
by the Vets
Tom Dunlop, Director:
• The parking pass issue for hospital parking is in the hands of AHS. Tom recommended that they
contact their counterpart in Calgary in order to set the ground rules to match. Once done, he
will have to meet with the appropriate people at the Misericordia Hospital as they do not fall
under AHS guide lines .
Bob Stewart:
• Bob asked that we all read the newsletter particularly the letters written by the students.
Meeting Adjourned at 11:20 AM
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General Meeting Minutes
Secretary Barry Callbeck, Motion to approve the minutes from the January 29, 2019 General meeting.
Seconded: Joe Collinson
President, Jerry Plastow; Jerry announced that the Edmonton RCMP Vets would be giving the HMCS
Nonsuch a donation a donation of $500.00 to cover some of their costs for this coming
November Remembrance Day. Along with this donation another $500.00 donation to Sgt. Brian
Landry to help with the medical costs for his daughter.
The Change of Command organizers are still in need of volunteers to march and as Ushers, if you can
assist, please call Jerry. The location is Debney Armories – 8403 Roper Road, Edmonton
Membership Tom Burkett, Tom announced that he has received 6 new applications since the new
format has been in place for retiring members.
Tom then called up McGibbon 5 year pin, Larry Moore 10 year pin, Eric Parr

Pearson 10 year pin and Bill Smith 25 year pin.

President Jerry Plastow,
Jerry again thanked our guests from the International Police Association for coming to our
dinner, as well as our guest speaker Sgt. Niki Borden from K Div., for her informative presentation.
Jerry thanked all for attending and a reminder that the March Meeting will be on Tuesday March 26,
2019. As St. Patrick’s day is March 17 it would be great for everyone to wear green, if you have green
in your closet.
The meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM

Membership Dues
Membership Dues remain today at $50.00 annually. To pay your dues, you may do one of the following;
1. Create a personalized cheque or money order payable to the Edmonton RCMP Veterans’
Association and mail it to; Tom BURKETT, 77 Foxboro Link, Sherwood Park, Alberta, T8A 6N9 or
2. Internet banking via email address to dues@edmrcmpvets.ca The security question is as follows:
Where is K Division? The appropriate answer is: Alberta.
If you are a new member and you use E transfer, please email your application to Tom BURKETT
viflyguy@shaw.ca If you have questions about dues, call Tom at (587) 269-4550.
Notice
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Your responsibility, is to pay your membership dues before the end of January. If your
regimental/employee number appears below, your annual membership dues have not been
received. Please review the list below to ensure you are NOT on the list of defaulters.
16768
17092
17748
18418
19123
21280
21344
22351
23411
24096

24339
24579
25016
25683
26188
26431
26602
26649
26724
26958

27700
27895
28223
28722
28965
29175
29482
29960
30035
30113

30408
32463
32615
34446
34630
34921
35174
35336
35715
35936

36003
36027
36131
36304
36345
36661
37014
37041
37399
37455

37689
37793
37872
38673
38819
40179
40543
42080
42552
43678

43840
53415
32271 0.2827
36710 0.2322
C00919
PS15056
X?1859
X01058
X02265
X07213
X08194

(As of: 2019-03-04)

When you make a commitment, you build hope.
When you keep it, you build trust.

On the Menu

2019-03-26 @ 5:30 Dinner @ 6:30PM
Southern Style Meatloaf, Greek Lemon Chicken, Basmati Rice Pilaf, Chef's Choice Pasta, Garden
Fresh Vegetables, Caesar Salad, Fresh Vegetable Tray, Three salads : Russian Potato Salad,
Green Pea w/Cheese sauce, and Pineapple Coleslaw.
Dinner Buns, Assorted Squares, Fruit , etc.

$25/plate

Contact Malcolm Mitchell for
reservations at:
malcomm3@hotmail.com
(780) 718-9681

Mark your 2018 calendar:
2019 Executive Meeting
Schedule
Mar 21
Apr 25
May 23
Jun 20
July OFF
Aug OFF

2019 Dinner Meeting
Schedule
Mar 26
Apr 30
May 28
Jun 25
July OFF
Aug OFF

A lot of people understand the RCMP
Veterans’ Association is for Regular
Members alone.

Untrue! We are

open to all RCMP employees
currently serving, retired and
widows; RM, PS, CM and the like.

If you are not a member of the Edmonton
Veterans’ Association, You should be one! You may attend any general dinner meeting as a member’s guest
without becoming a member. Or, if you are not a member and are currently employed, you may join as an
Associate Member at no cost and enjoy the mission. It’s up to you to take that first step into a larger family of
friends. Try us out. You may enjoy the experience.
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Journalism Award Submission
The Great March West
By: Sean Moran

We were all to meet in Toronto, at New Fort. Now, with this being the case and the fact that
the entire force was spread across the province, we spent many a month parading the grounds of the
fort, practicing for when the real deal would come along. However, in April of 1874, most of the men
had finally arrived in Toronto, and we could finally begin real preparations to head west. We paraded,
and the we practiced our fire making skills, and then we paraded some more, and we practiced our
shooting; until finally, Lieutenant-Colonel French assembled us all together one week before we were
to start our trip.
“My good men,” he told us. “Do you ever wonder why you’re here? I am here for the glory,
some of you might say. Others might tell me that they’re here for the honour. And even more would
say that they joined to do their duty to their country. All of these are respectable answers. But the
endeavour you are about to undertake is not for the faint of heart. There will be real battles, not just
skirmishes. Out there in the wild lands, you will face hunger, thirst, exhaustion, harsh weather and
many other horrible dangers that I cannot even begin to imagine. I have no doubt that some of you
might not make it back home to your family. It is for this reason today that I tell you: If any of you
standing here in the fort are having doubts about the trip west, I invite you to come and see me at your
convenience. If you do come see with your application for an official discharge, I solemnly promise to
you that I will grant that discharge. For this is the great and proud country of Canada, and I do not want
any more men being killed than is necessary. So if you must, step forward now, but know that if you do
not want to make this trip but neglect to resign, you will be marching west with us. Dismissed.”
In the following week, we lost a good dozen troops.
Finally, on July 8th of 1874, with a force of 201 troops, 16 officers, 244 horses and 9 wagons of
equipment, we were ready to head out. Our plan of travel sent us first on a travel by train, leaving from
the station in Toronto for Fargo, North Dakota; for which the travel was not restrained by any
regulation (other than those provided to the troop in our last orders) or any articles of war, leaving us
only the cords of civil contact; we boarded the train with high hopes and heavy bags. The next 2 weeks
were a long travel, usually with hours passed playing poker or reading a book. The trip took us first
through Chicago and St. Paul before we made our final stop in Fargo, North Dakota; where we met the
rest of our force to head west. We spent a few days in Fargo, organizing the troops into 6 divisions
(creatively named “A” to “F” divisions), separating our now 12 wagons to be 2 to a division. I myself
was placed into “D” division, and we were to supply the advance guard for the entire force. From
Fargo, we moved back north towards the Red River, slowly making our way north at a speed of
between 30 and 36 miles a day. Finally, a week later we reached the Canadian-American border
between the province of Manitoba and the state of North Dakota, where we met the American guard
and ran into our first batch of trouble: The Sioux nation had attacked an American garrison.
Our first battle had arrived.
Bibliography: The published work The Law Marches West, written by Sir Cecil E. Denny, first published
in 1939.
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Journalism Award Submission
Chapter 2
In the spring of 1873 a group of men who were camping on the Teton River got their
horses stolen. They believed that it was a group of First Nations who stole them, and they
confronted them at a small trading post in the Cypress Hills Region. While confronting the
First Nations who were apart of the Assiniboine tribe, 30 of the First Nations were killed. The
Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories blamed the whiskey trading in Fort WhoopUp for the massacre.
Fort Whoop-Up (which is by Lethbridge, Alberta) was originally named Fort Hamilton,
and was established by John Healy and Alfred Hamilton. It was made in effort to make quick
profit to trade whisky for bison robes. The North West Mounted Police were told to start making
their way to Fort Edmonton and soon to be Fort Macleod in attempt to resolve problems in Fort
Whoop-Up.
After all of the training and preparation they started their journey west in hope to make
peace. On July 8 1874 the 275 men left with 310 horses, 143 oxen, and 187 Red River carts
and wagons. After long days of traveling they were starting to run out of food and water and
some were getting very sick from lack of nutrients. They reached Cypress Hills on August 24
where the weather became very wet and cold, due to the poor weather conditions the horses
were starting to die.
On October 9th, the North West Mounted Police arrived at Fort Whoop-Up, and were
prepared for battle. Turns out that the whiskey traders had heard about the police coming and
had moved on long before. The new orders from Ottawa were to settle down and build Fort
Macleod. Over the next few years the North West Mounted Police began to make connections
with the Metis and First Nations people.
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Bibliography:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/March_West
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cypress_Hills_(Canada)
Danielle McGillivray

C-66-67 Troop Memoirs
The members of C-66-67 troop are putting together troop memoirs and we are seeking the assistance
of any members who have served with the following C-66-67 members who have sadly passed away.
The troop is attempting to collect stories about their service, or investigations they were involved in for
their families. Anything you might have including news clipping, stories comments would be greatly
appreciated.
In addition our troop is collecting stories. Memoirs, about all of our troop members. If you have any
stories about how you trained any of our members, how they contributed to your career or trained you
or if you worked investigations with them or were part of a practical joke on them or they played, our
troop members would greatly appreciate hearing from you.
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If you have any newspaper clipping, photographs, including any sports teams or community events our
troop members were involved in our troop or you have any comments about what type of policemen,
community members, friends they were our troop would greatly appreciate receiving your stories or
comments from you.
If you have any stories, newspaper clipping or memoirs you would like to share please call Jerry Forst
780-416-0886 or send them to moonstone47@shaw.ca. C Troop and their families thank you for
assisting with this project.

C-66-67 Troop
1. Peter Albertson Reg # 24837
2. Bob Allison Reg # 24845
3. Ron Beaucaire Reg# 24832
4. Bob Bossence Reg 24836
5. Carmen Brown Reg# 24831
6. Bob Dolhy Reg # 24847
7. Derk Doornbos Reg # 24850
8. Jerry Forst Reg # 24851
9. Ron Keeping Reg # 24838
10. Dave Leblanc Reg# 24825 / 0.1623
11. Michel Laverdiere Reg# 24839 / 0.1640
12. Carter MacDonald Reg # 24823
13. Ross Mortlock Reg # 24842

14. Bill Pertson Reg # 24788
15. George Picott Reg#24828
16. Rick Saville Reg # 24833
17. Ken Scheske Reg # 24835
18. Jack Snoeks Reg # 24840
19. Ernie Stagg Reg# 24852
20. Bob Swift Reg # 24834
21. John Turnell Reg # 24848
22 Rene Charbonneau, Reg # 24841 / 0.1288
23. Bloyce Coles, Reg# 24827
24. Joe Dennis, Reg# 24824
25. R.B. (Bruce) Lyman, Reg# 24822

This is a fun project and we urgently require the information. If you have any questions or stories,
photos, news clipping please send them along asap. Thanks so much Jerry Forst
(24851) moonstone47@shaw.ca phone 780-416-0996.

Mentoring
Assertive Mentoring simply highlights what can be done, and what needs to be done, to move to the
next level. You both have greater control over achieving meaningful goals. The assessment process is
clear to both parties going in. It allows mentor and mentee to set manageable goals and determine in
depth how to meet each goal. Goals are to be realistically set and manageable for each member to
achieve over an agreed term. All parties involved in supporting a mentoring relationship, knows
exactly what they can do and what they need to do, to move forward. Their goals are to be supported
by everyone involved, with regular marking and feedback; this includes regular 'Improvement Points'
for the mentee to complete and progress with learning. The mentee and mentor also set an overall
personal target for each mentoring term.
Those who behave assertively always respect the thoughts, feelings and beliefs of other people as well
as their own. Assertiveness concerns being able to express feelings, wishes, wants and desires
appropriately and is an important personal and interpersonal skill. In all your interactions with other
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people, assertiveness can help you to express yourself in a clear, open and reasonable way, without
undermining your own or others’ rights.
Assertiveness enables individuals to act in their own best interests, to stand up for themselves without
undue anxiety, to express honest feelings comfortably and to express personal rights without denying
the rights of others. Assertiveness encourages others to be open and honest about their views, wishes
and feelings, so that both parties act appropriately.
Many people adopt a passive response because they have a strong need to be liked by others. Such
people do not regard themselves as equals because the place greater weight on the rights, wishes and
feelings of others. Being passive results in failure to appropriately communicate thoughts or feelings
and thus results in people doing things they really do not want to do in the hope they might please
others. This also means that they allow others to take responsibility, to lead and make decisions for
them.
Having good interpersonal skills means you need to be aware of the different ways of communicating
and the different responses each approach might provoke. The use of either passive or aggressive
behaviour in interpersonal relationships can have undesirable consequences for those you are
communicating with and it may well hinder positive moves forward. It is always important to
remember that any interaction is always a two way process and therefore your reactions may differ,
depending upon your relationship with the other person in the communication.
Contact a Veteran for help with your learning projects. You may be glad you did!

Jefferson Armoury
LET’S TALK SOME MORE, EDMONTON:
PTSD AND HOMELESSNESS AMONG UNIFORMED SERVICES
1st of April 2019
(8h00 to 11h30)
Jefferson Armoury Officers’ Mess
11630 109th Street NW Edmonton

On behalf of RESPECT Canada, you are cordially invited to attend our follow-up roundtable to discuss your organization’s
work with veterans, and/or police, firefighters, paramedics and other first responders suffering from occupational PTSD,
and their families. A light breakfast with coffee will be provided at 8:00 AM so please join us and meet new colleagues.
The goal for this meeting is to provide an opportunity for a wide range of service providers and civil society members from
health, social services, universities, community organizations, and veteran peer support organizations to meet, network
and learn more about each other.
The agenda for the roundtable reflects the purpose of the meeting to connect and begin imagining how me might work
together to improve outcomes for veterans & first-responders suffering from PTSD, as well as their families:
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Agenda Outline
§ 8h00: Welcome and light breakfast
§ 8h30: Introductions
o Individual presentations
§ 10h30: Survey and Break
§ 11:00: Group Conversation Needs and Benefits
11h30: Departure

§

The RESPECT Campaign is a collaboration supported by several charities and veteran support groups including The Royal
Canadian Legion, Canadian Forces Morale and Welfare Services, Soldiers Helping Soldiers and in particular, Veterans
Affairs Canada, which is an active contributor to the Respect Campaign.
To R.S.V.P. & for further information regarding the forum please contact Drew Burgwin, drew@respectcanada.org
We look forward to seeing you, or your delegate, on April 1st!

RESPECT FORUM
- Better Together About
Respect Forum is a national networking initiative that strives to help improve services for Canada’s military veterans, retired first
responders (police, firefighters, paramedics) and their families. In its fight against such phenomena as PTSD and homelessness,
Respect Forum meetings are designed to promote collaborative approaches to service delivery, knowledge sharing and knowledge
development.
Respect Forum meetings bring together people from health and social services, all levels of government, universities, community
organizations, and peer support organizations. Participants have the opportunity to talk about their organizations, the services they
provide, the challenges they face, and their research and community engagement activities—paving the way to explore possibilities
for collaboration.
Headquartered in Montréal, by-invitation-only Respect Forum meetings have been held semi-annually in this city since the fall of
2016, expanding to six other cities in 2018. With support from Veterans Affairs Canada’s Veteran and Family Well-Being Fund,
meetings are set to be held in 19 cities across Canada in March and April of 2019.
Respect Forum is an initiative of Respect Campaign—a civilian project that serves to bring awareness to the needs of our returning
troops and veterans. A call for RESPECT for the military reminds our society of the vital role played by our military in the defense of
Canada and the promotion of peace around the world.
Permission to Play
There is no membership in Respect Forum and all participants are the guests of the organizers. Each meeting requires an invitation.
The following values and ideas are at the heart of Respect Forum and participation therein:
•

Mutual Respect: Participants must demonstrate respect for each another through their communication and behaviour.
Denigration of others will not be accepted.

•

Knowledge Sharing: The sharing of formal and experiential knowledge are seen as important to increasing our
awareness of existing knowledge and resources, to spark knowledge development, and as a pathway to collaboration.

•

Service, Knowledge, and For-Profit Participation: While the focus of Respect Forum is on service providers and
pertinent areas of knowledge development, commercial providers are encouraged to participate (by invitation).
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•

Different Perspectives: We bring people together from diverse communities of interest to learn from each other and to
explore opportunities for collaboration.

•

Non-Partisan: Respect Forum events are independent, non-partisan gatherings that do not seek to promote any
particular interest of any business, group, political party, lobby, or personal interests.

Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•

Two Respect Forum meetings a year in participating cities;
A survey to identify participants’ strengths, knowledge gaps, and challenges to inform the planning of Respect Forum
meetings;
Mapping of Respect Forum participants and contact information;
Creation of an online communication platform to promote collaborative approaches to knowledge sharing, knowledge
development, and service delivery;
A collaborative and sustainable governance and financial model.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
respectcanada.org
Maj (Ret’d) Brent Cowan| (514) 364-4526 | brent@respectcanada.org

If anyone is interested in attending the above, contact Kees Kikkert at keeskikk@telus.net
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Contact
If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton Veterans’ Association,
you can do so by sending an email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca
If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any
kind for inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at:
VetsNews@shaw.ca.

Important Notice:

We are always trying to reduce the cost of
providing this newsletter to our members. If you are the recipient of a printed copy of
Editor: Rob Stewart
this newsletter and do have access to an internet capable computer, please let the
Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association know ASAP either by telephone or email. It’s up to you.
Cheers from the editor!

“Meet the Dyck Insurance team, offering discounted Insurance rates for RCMP Vets. Call them at
1.800.665.6152 (www.dyckinsurance.ca) to answer your insurance needs”.
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